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Professional Wikis (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
The success of Wikipedia has proven just how effective wikis can be for collaborative editing on a large scale—larger than anyone originally thought possible. This book shows you how to install, use, manage, and extend a wiki using MediaWiki—the wiki engine used to power Wikipedia.   

   As each chapter builds on previous...
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Essential Meetings Blueprints for ManagersImpackt Publishing, 2015

	Transform meetings in your organization with these techniques and strategies that will boost productivity and creativity to ensure your meetings always deliver results. In business, time is valuable –...
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AdvancED Flex 4Apress, 2010

	AdvancED Flex 4 makes advanced Flex 4 concepts and techniques easy. Ajax, RIA, Web 2.0, mashups, mobile applications, the most sophisticated web tools, and the coolest interactive web applications are all covered with practical, visually oriented recipes.

	
		Completely updated for the new tools in Flex 4
	...
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Agile UX Storytelling: Crafting Stories for Better Software DevelopmentApress, 2017

	Learn how to use stories throughout the agile software development lifecycle. Through lessons and examples, Agile UX Storytelling demonstrates to product owners, customers, scrum masters, software developers, and designers how to craft stories to facilitate communication, identify problems and patterns, refine collaborative...
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Workflows: Expanding Architecture's Territory in the Design and Delivery of Buildings (Architectural Design)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Workflows are being rethought and remodelled across the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) spectrum. The synthesis of building information modelling (BIM) platforms with digital simulation techniques and increasing access to data, charting building performance, is allowing architects to engage in the generation of new workflows...
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Managing Exports: Navigating the Complex Rules, Controls, Barriers, and LawsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
“We have met the enemy, and they are us,” said Pogo the Possum. Nowhere is this more true than in exporting.

Exporters walk a narrow line between ever-changing government regulations (ours and others), complex product standards, transportation changes, exchange rate fluctuations, and punitive import duties—all played...
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Using Wikis for Online Collaboration: The Power of the Read-Write Web (Online Teaching and Learning Series)Jossey-Bass, 2008
How can online instructors and course designers' instruction harness the popular Web 2.0 tool, the wiki, for successful collaboration and learning outcomes? This book focuses on using wikis in the active learning processes that are the hallmark of collaborative learning and constructivism. It provides both the pedagogical background and practical...
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Systemic Aspects of Innovation and Design: The perspective of collaborative networks (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology / PoliMI SpringerBriefs)Springer, 2013

	The book provides a snapshot of a hot topic – the systemic nature of innovation and its relevance to design – with a trifold perspective: the academic level – the literature on innovation studies and design is often neglected and a clear connection between the two topics taken for granted; the research level –...
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IBM Cognos TM1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	IBM Cognos TM1 is one of the most popular multidimensional analysis tools used to build collaborative planning, budgeting, and forecasting solutions, as well as analytical and reporting applications. This cube-based technology does fast number crunching at the server end and helps end customers move away from manual and tedious planning,...
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Joomla! 1.5 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2009
This book has a "wealth" of solutions for problems that Joomla! developers face regularly. It provides step-by-step mini examples, which show how to overcome common design and implementation problems when creating Joomla! extensions. It will help you set up a sustainable collaborative development environment using the powerful free...
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The Communication Problem Solver: Simple Tools and Techniques for Busy ManagersAMACOM, 2009

	Managers need top-flight communication skills to keep their staffs productive and collaborative. But often, those who manage lack the ability to get things back on track once miscommunication occurs. This book helps readers analyze their communication skills and challenges and explains how they can use simple problem-solving techniques to...
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Liferay Portal 5.2 Systems DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Liferay portal is one of the most mature portal frameworks in the market, offering many key business benefits that involve personalization, customization, and workflow. If you are a Java developer who wants to build custom web sites and intranet applications using Liferay portal, this is where your search ends.
This book shows how Java...
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